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ABSTRACT
Inner source (IS) is the use of open source software development
(SD) practices and the establishment of an open source-like culture
within an organization. IS enables and requires developers to collaborate more than traditional SD methods such as plan-driven or agile
development. To better understand IS, researchers and practitioners
need to measure IS collaboration. However, there is no method yet
for doing so. In this paper, we present a method for measuring IS
collaboration by measuring the patch-flow within an organization.
Patch-flow is the flow of code contributions across organizational
boundaries such as project, organizational unit, or profit center
boundaries. We evaluate our patch-flow measurement method using case study research with a software developing multi-industry
company. By applying the method in the case organization, we
evaluate its relevance and viability and discuss its usefulness. We
found that about half (47.9%) of all code contributions constitute
patch-flow between organizational units, almost all (42.2%) being
between organizational units working on different products. Such
significant patch-flow indicates high relevance of the patch-flow
phenomenon and hence the method presented in this paper. Our
patch-flow measurement method is the first of its kind to measure
and quantify IS collaboration. It can serve as a base for further
quantitative analyses of IS collaboration.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Open source software plays a key role in today’s software industry.
Open source (OS) development tools help to build software and
open source components are used as part of proprietary software
products. OS is recognized to be capable of delivering high quality
software [5]. The software industry has shown a significant interest
in benefiting not only from OS’s outcomes (the software components and tools) but also from the adoption of software development
(SD) practices exercised in the OS world [30].
The “use of open source [SD] practices and the establishment of
an open source-like culture within organizations” is called inner
source (IS) [2]. While IS SD is similar to and shares attributes with
OS SD, IS opens up the development only internally within the
environment of one organization [7]. In addition to the interest of
the software industry, the research community has shown interest
in IS as a research topic indicated by a steady stream of scientific
publications [2].
However, the majority of scientific literature regarding IS presents
only qualitative results such as case study reports or taxonomies of
IS programs and projects. There is not yet a quantitative study discussing the extent of IS and participating parties in it and no method
to measure IS collaboration within an organization. We believe that
such a method is needed by both researchers and practitioners.
Researchers can use it as a base measurement and foundation for
sophisticated quantitative models such as evaluation models for
IS programs or metrics for IS project performance. Practitioners
can use it to derive an overview of the participants in and the state
of their IS program as well as define key performance indicators
based on the methods output.
In this paper, we present a method to quantify IS collaboration
by measuring an organization’s patch-flow. In OS, a patch is a code
contribution from an individual external to an OS project. The
word patch is historically derived from the “patch files” (produced
and consumed by the “diff” and “patch” commands) that some OS
projects use in their contribution workflow. Today, patches can
have different forms (for example a pull request on a software
forge like GitHub). Typically, the contributor of a patch does not
have write privileges to a project’s code base. The patch has to be
picked up and integrated by a person with those privileges (called
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a committer). In this way, OS projects perform quality assurance of
contributed code. Patch-flow then is the flow of such patches across
organizational boundaries. In OS, boundaries might be between
contributing organizations and an OS project. In IS, such boundaries
are intra-organizational boundaries like organizational unit, project,
or profit center boundaries. When measuring the patch-flow, it is
not sufficient to simply count patches over time. One must address
the organizational structure contextual to the patch.
Our paper answers the following research question:
• How to measure IS collaboration within a software developing organization?
We answer this research question by presenting a method to measure patch-flow. In detail, this paper contributes the following:
• Definition of the patch-flow phenomenon
• A patch-flow measurement method for measuring IS collaboration
• An evaluation of the patch-flow measurement method using case study research with a software developing multiindustry company
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
gives an overview of the related work detailing prior work regarding
IS and measuring SD collaboration. Section 3 introduces the patchflow measurement method by defining the patch-flow phenomenon,
data structures to represent patch-flow and process to measure it.
Section 4 describes our evaluation approach for the patch-flow
measurement method using case study research. Section 5 reports
the evaluating case study where we apply the method. Section 6
discusses the findings from the case study and proposes future
work. Section 7 closes the paper with a conclusion.

2

RELATED WORK

We first discuss prior work on IS to give an introduction to the field.
Then we lay out how related work has measured IS collaboration
and SD collaboration in general.

2.1

Inner Source Definition

The term IS has been coined by O’Reilly [24]. IS is the “use of open
source software development practices and the establishment of an
open source-like culture within organizations” [2].
In IS, selected software components are made available as IS
projects. An IS project “is a software project with the goal to develop
and maintain inner source software. [...] IS projects are [like] open
source projects that do not have a defined end date. As in open
source, the name of the project is often also used to address the
ISS component” [2]. Inner source software (ISS) is the “software
product [or component] that is developed within an IS context”
[31].
Developers within the organization can read the source code of
an IS project and use it as part of their work. In addition to reading
the source code, developers can contribute patches to the IS project.
A patch is a code contribution made by a developer who is external
to an IS project. A developer is considered external to a project
if not a member of the organizational unit owning the IS project.
Typically, patches need approval by the committers of an IS project
who decide whether to reject a patch or enact it by integrating it
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it into code base [12, 27]. A committer is an individual with write
(“commit”) privileges to a project’s code base. An IS project can
have one or many committers.
IS projects communicate openly: Every individual within the
company can read and participate in discussions [22]. Open communication should not only be public within the organization but also
archived, written, and complete [26]. A common tool for exercising
open communication is a mailing list [34].

2.2

Measuring Inner Source Collaboration

Researchers and practitioners have published a steady stream of
case studies with companies that have adopted or are aiming to
adopt IS including DTE Energy [29], Ericsson [32], Hewlett-Packard
[7, 20], IBM [36], Kitware [19], Lucent [12, 13], Nokia [17], Paypal
[23], Philips [35], Rolls-Royce [30], and SAP [27].
These studies provide qualitative discussions or anecdotal evidence of the IS phenomenon. To the best of our knowledge, no
study delivers an in-depth quantitative analysis of IS collaboration
or method to measure it.
However, some studies report simple counting metrics. Organizations quantify the size of an IS program by counting the number
of IS projects in the portfolio [7, 27]. Other organizations extend
these metrics by counting the number of developers contributing
to or being committers in each IS project [17, 32]. In contrast to
our work, they do not discuss how actively IS projects receive IS
contributions. Gurbani et al. [12] measured the code churn in their
IS project. In contrast to our work, they do not measure what parties
are involved in contributing to the IS project.
Vitharana et al. [36] argue that measurements and metrics regarding IS need to account for different parties involved in IS collaboration. Our patch-flow measurement method does exactly this
by outputting data that shows which parties receive how much IS
code contributions from which parties within the organization.

2.3

Measuring Collaboration

Prior research addresses measurement of software development
collaboration in proprietary and open source development.
2.3.1 Social Network Analysis. A variety of studies analyze software development collaboration using social network analysis
(SNA). Over the last years, “applying SNA to software development teams has been a heavily researched topic” [21]. Previous
research utilizes primarily two types of social networks [21]: Developers networks [3, 4, 15, 18, 28, 33] and contribution networks
[25].
Developer networks differ significantly from the patch-flow
graphs we present. A developer network is a graph showing relationships (edges) between developers (nodes). Researchers construct developer networks by identifying “records of social or technical connections” between developers from source code management systems, communication logs, issue tracking systems, or other
sources [21]. Developer networks are capable of representing relationships among developers [21] and model the structure of development communities [15]. In contrast, our paper presents patch-flow
graphs that use the structure of a given organization and model to
what extent parties within this structure (typically organizational
units) contribute to one another.
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Figure 1: Example patch-flow between four organizational
units

10 patches

A
Organizational Unit

50 patches
10 patches

C
Organizational Unit

30 patches

Contribution networks are graphs showing contributions of developers to one or many source code files [21, 25]. A contribution
network shows source code files and developers as nodes; contributions as directed edges from a developer to a file. In both
contribution network and patch-flow graph, directed edges represent code contributions. However, the nodes differ in semantics
and granularity. In a patch-flow graph, contributing nodes do not
represent individual developers but parties within an organization.
Receiving nodes do not represent low-level source code files, but
parties (organizational units or IS projects) receiving contributions.
Nodes in the patch-flow graph can represent parties at different levels in the organizational hierarchy. Thus, the patch-flow graph can
be seen as a generalization of contribution networks. In contrast
to the contribution network, a patch-flow graph shows aggregated
contributions using information on the organizational structure.
Consequently, collaboration can be made visible even for large organizations without the information overload a contribution network
would suffer from.
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B
Organizational Unit

5 patches

D
Organizational Unit

unit A contributed ten patches to components that are owned by
organizational unit B. A total amount of 80 patches is received by
A that only contributed 20 patches to B and C in total.

2.3.2 Other Approaches. Gousios et al. [9] and Kalliamvakou et
al. [16] present a taxonomy to measure and classify contributions
to open source software projects. Similar to our work, the contribution is the key element of their model. Their method focuses
on qualifying the contributions of an individual towards an open
source project. In contrast to our method, their method disregards
organizational structures because it does not aim to measure how
contributions flow across an organization.
Begel et al. [1] present a framework for the extraction of development meta data and applies it at Microsoft. While they do not
aim to measure the patch-flow, the described data structures are
sufficient to construct a patch-flow graph.

3.1.2 Relationship to Inner Source. An individual within an organization takes part in IS collaboration by contributing to an IS
project provided by another organizational unit (across an organizational boundary). Contributions to an IS project can have multiple
shapes: In addition to a code contribution, an individual may contribute by reporting a bug, reviewing the contribution of somebody
else, taking part in a mailing list discussion or by other means. In
this paper, we do not consider the flow of non-code contributions
but only the flow of code contributions. Because software code
is the primary artifact resulting from a software development effort and a majority of other contributions will eventually result in
code contributions, the patch-flow is an appropriate measure for IS
collaboration. More IS collaboration equals more patch-flow.

3

3.2

PATCH-FLOW MEASUREMENT METHOD

Based on our experience from prior research on IS, we designed a
method for measuring an organization’s patch-flow and with that
IS collaboration.

3.1

Patch-Flow Phenomenon

We define the following concepts:
• A code contribution is any code change performed on a
software component.
• A patch is a code contribution made by a developer who is
external to a project.
• Patch-flow is the flow of patches across organizational boundaries such as project or organizational unit boundaries within
a company.
A developer is considered external to a project if not a member of the
organizational unit owning the IS project. Typically, patches need
approval by the committers of an IS project who decide whether to
reject a patch or enact it by integrating it into code base [12, 27].
3.1.1 Example. Figure 1 displays example patch-flow involving
four organizational units A, B, C, D. The white boxes are organizational units; the gray arrows indicate patch-flow between two
organizational units.
In the example, ten patches flow from organizational unit A
to B. That means developers allocated to work for organizational

Data Structures

We present an object-oriented model for representing the patchflow within an organization. From objects adhering to this model,
patch-flow graphs in differing granularity can be constructed.
3.2.1 Patch-Flow Model. Figure 2 displays a simplified objectoriented model in UML2 annotation capable of representing patchflow data. The key element is the code contribution (CodeContribution class) with attributes indicating what change was performed
on which files and when. For each code contribution, it contains
the person (Person class) authoring a code contribution and the IS
projects (InnerSourceProject class) receiving it. Each person and IS
project is associated with an organizational unit (OrgUnit class). Organizational units are modeled using the composite design pattern
[8]: An organizational unit can be composed of child organizational
units.
3.2.2 Patch-Flow Graph. We introduce the term patch-flow graph
as follows:
• A patch-flow graph is a directed weighted graph with organizational units as nodes and weighted edges representing
patch-flow between these nodes.
Each edge weight represents the number of patches flowing.
From the data measured in an organization (instantiating the classes
presented in the previous section), multiple patch-flow graphs can
be constructed depending on the granularity of organizational units.
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• Part (a) shows the patch-flow crossing level 1 (between four
organizational units A, B, C, D).
• Part (b) is more fine-grained showing the patch-flow crossing
level 2 (between the children of A, B, C, D).

Figure 2: Simplified patch-flow flow data model as UML2
class diagram
author

Person
member

*

CodeContribution

*

*
receiving project
hosting org unit

OrgUnit

*

InnerSourceProject

Constructing different patch-flow graphs allows researchers and
practitioners to study the patch-flow between organizational units
on different levels in the organizational hierarchy. While this “drilling
down” increases the level of detail, in organizations with a lot of
patch-flow this might lead to information overload and reduce the
comprehensibility of the graph for a human reader.

3.3

Figure 3: Patch-flow graphs with different granularity
(a) coarse-grained

(b) fine-grained

A

C

B

D

A1

A4

C1

C3

A2

A3

C2

C4

B1

B4

D1

D3

B2

B3

D2

D4

To distinguish patch-flow between organizational units of different granularity, we apply the concept of levels to the organizational
hierarchy. In a tree, the level of each node is n + 1 with n being the
level of its parent. The root node always has the level 0. Translated
to organizational hierarchies, the organization itself has level 0 and
its top-level organizational units have level 1. Their children organizational units have level 2 etc. Level 0 is considered the highest
level. We define the following terms:
• The lowest common ancestor (LCA) of two organizational
units is the lowest node that has both as descendants.
• Patch-flow crosses level n if and only if n < nlca with nlca
being the level of the lowest common ancestor of the contributing and the receiving organizational unit.
Code contributions between descendants and ancestors not considered patch-flow. Patch-flow crossing level n always crosses level
n+1. The highest level crossed of a patch-flow (n = nlca −1) serves as
a metric for the distance between the two involved organizational
units: Two coarse-grained business units in a large conglomerate
have a higher distance, then two teams within one of these business
units.
Figure 3 shows two patch-flow graphs visualizing patch-flow in
the example organization from the previous section. The organization is composed of organizational units A, B, C, D (level 1). They
each have four children numbered with A1 , A2 , ... (level 2).

Measurement Process

Before measuring the patch-flow in an organization, we assume
that a researcher or practitioner defined a scope by deciding which
IS projects to include in measurement. There are valid reasons for
a narrow scope and for not including all software developed within
the organization: For example, a complete list of all IS projects and
software components is not always available or an organization
could decide to allow patch-flow measurement only for selected
IS projects due to the protection of intellectual property or other
sensitive data. IS collaboration can occur regarding software that is
not formally part of an IS project. Thus, projects with allegedly no
IS collaboration can be considered as well.
The patch-flow in a given organization can be measured by
executing the following activities:
(1) Extraction of code contributions. Extract code contributions
regarding the IS projects in the scope. Typically, code contributions result in commits to a source code repository and
can be extracted from there.
(2) Mapping of code contributions to IS projects. Map the receiving
IS project to each code contribution.
(3) Extraction of organizational data. Extract data about the structure of the studied organization. Organizational data can be
extracted from a variety of databases like directory services
or project management tools. However, the complexity of
organizational modeling might require manual extraction or
cleaning of the data.
(4) Identification of author. Identify the author of each code contribution. Depending on the source code repository used,
authors might only be identified by pseudonym strings or
other identifiers like email addresses.
(5) Mapping of authors to organizational unit. Map the authors
of a code contribution to their organizational unit.
(6) Mapping of IS projects to organizational units. Map the IS
projects to the organizational units responsible for them.
For some IS projects, it might not be possible to allocate an
organizational unit.
The activities do not need to be executed in the given order. For
example one could decide to identify authors (activity 4) and subsequently extract organizational data (activity 3) only for active
authors’ and IS projects’.
When measuring the patch-flow incrementally, the measurement
costs are reduced significantly after the first increment because a
large number organizational units and authors are already identified. Ideally, all activities are automated to reduce measurement
costs and risk of human errors during measurement.

The Patch-Flow Method for Measuring Inner Source Collaboration
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Table 1: Gathered qualitative data

EVALUATION APPROACH: CASE STUDY
RESEARCH

We evaluated the patch-flow measurement method by applying it
in an industry case study following Yin [37]. We developed a case
study protocol [37] to outline our case study design including data
gathering and evaluation mechanisms in detail. We evaluate three
dimensions of our patch-flow measurement method:
(1) We evaluate the relevance of the patch-flow phenomenon
and measurement method in the context of the case study’s
findings.
(2) We evaluate the method’s viability within the context of the
case study organization.
(3) We demonstrate the usefulness of the patch-flow data and
patch-flow graphs to represent IS collaboration within an
organization by analyzing the measured patch-flow and discussing it in-depth in the context of the case organization.

4.1

Case Selection

We searched for a software developing organization with established development processes, a large number of developers, and
existing IS collaboration. From our professional network, we identified an organization fulfilling these requirements. Upon request
of our partners in the case organization, we do not disclose the real
name of the organization.
The studied organization is a multi-industry company with significantly more than 10.000 developers. It operates internationally
but the majority of development work is performed within one
country. Most dominantly, it uses (traditional) plan-driven development processes.
The company is structured into multiple segments. Within one
segment, we identified 18 test infrastructure components that are
set up as IS projects. The source code of these components is open
for all developers within the organizations to read and contribute
to. We measure the patch-flow regarding these 18 IS projects.

4.2

Data Gathering

We employed two data gathering mechanisms: We applied the patchflow measurement method for the 18 identified test infrastructure
IS projects. In parallel, we gathered qualitative data to broaden our
understanding of the case organization and interpret the measured
patch-flow data.
4.2.1 Iterative Gathering of Qualitative Insights. We performed
three unstructured interviews with the engineering manager responsible for the test infrastructure development. Towards the end
of our case study inquiry, we performed an extensive workshop
with more than 10 employees in development and project management roles within the studied organization. Table 1 presents details
about the interviews and workshop. We reference each interview
and workshop throughout the paper using its ID.
In interviews I1 and I2, we inquired about what how to measure
and interpret base data for the patch-flow measurement. In interview I3 and workshop W1, we presented different visualizations
of the patch-flow data, asked for the employees’ interpretations,
presented our interpretations, and collected feedback regarding
our interpretations. While the focus of this paper is on quantifying

ID Type

Participants

Topics

I1 Interview Eng. manager test
infrastructure

IS collaboration, organizational structure

I2 Interview Eng. manager test
infrastructure

Organizational
ture

I3 Interview Eng. manager test
infrastructure

Interpretation of visualizations, feedback

struc-

W1 Workshop Employees in multi- Interpretation of visualple roles
izations, feedback

IS collaboration, we used this qualitative feedback to broaden our
understanding of the collaboration and context within the studied
organization.
4.2.2 Application of Patch-Flow Measurement Method. We followed the patch-flow measurement method discussed in the previous section.
The studied organization stores the source code of the 18 identified IS projects in a Microsoft Team Foundation Server (TFS) code
repository. With the help of an on-site engineer, we utilized a TFS
export script proprietary to the studied organization to extract the
code contributions from the repository (activity 1 from section 3.3).
We considered code contributions between April 1st, 2015 and June
30th, 2016 (boundaries included). Code for each IS project is located
in a designated sub-directory of the repository. We utilized the directory paths to determine for each code contribution the receiving
IS project (activity 2).
Organizational data sources like the organization’s LDAP directory did not provide a detailed description of the organizational
structure. While they were containing the high-level organizational
units of each developer (i.e. business units), they did not contain the
lower level organizational units (i.e. project teams). An engineering
manager responsible for the test infrastructure development manually assembled information on the organizational structure into a
machine readable format (activity 3). The studied organization is a
matrix organization. Employees report to their disciplinary superior
(disciplinary organization) and at the same time are allocated to a
project team (project organization). We use the project organization
for patch-flow measurement because it represents everyday work
routine. We consulted with employees of the organization who expressed that the disciplinary organization had little impact on their
everyday work routine but merely represented where and how an
individual was hired (interview I1, I2). In addition, software artifacts
are owned by organizational units of the project organization.
Due to privacy concerns, we did not get access to the employee
database. An employee of the studied organization manually searched
the identifiers of each code contribution author (activity 4), mapped
them to their organizational unit (activity 5), and using an internal
database assigned the owning organizational unit (activity 6). Like
Guzzi et al. [14], we observed that the employee database contained
no historical data. As a consequence, we could not identify the
author of every code contribution.
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We excluded code contributions from analysis where we could
not identify the author of the change (116 code contributions),
the organizational unit of the author (14 code contributions), or
an IS project receiving the contribution (827 code contributions).
In addition, we considered only code contributions with actual
changes to the code: We excluded changes induced by repository
management tasks like branching or merging. The data gathering
resulted in 2194 not-excluded code contributions.

5

EVALUATION RESULTS: PATCH-FLOW AT
STUDIED ORGANIZATION

We found significant patch-flow between the organizational units
of the studied organization.

5.1

Organizational Structure

Figure 4 displays an excerpt of the organizational structure of the
studied organization. The nodes (circles) represent organizational
units. The edges (lines) indicate child-parent relationships between
organizational units. The nodes are annotated with letters that
are used to construct organizational unit identifiers (if a node is
annotated with b and its parent node with a, then the identifier is
ab). The excerpt only contains organizational units that took part
in IS collaboration by contributing patches to or providing an IS
project.
The organizational hierarchy is at maximum six levels deep. The
studied organization has a basic model of the structure defining
a type for organizational units on each level (interview I2). Using
this type information, we adjusted the level for ab, baba, and their
descendants. We assigned each organizational level one color that
we use to identify the level throughout this paper.
We refer to the most coarse-grained organizational units as segments (level 1). In the studied organization, segments are essentially
companies within the company. They offer independent services
and product portfolios, and cater to different markets (interview I1,
I2). The segments have more than 10,000 employees each.
Segments are composed of business units (level 2). A business
unit encapsulates one specific product domain within the market of
its segment. Organizational units on level 5 each develop a different
product or a small set of tightly related products. Teams (level 6) are
the most fine-grained organizational units and typically consist of 5
to 15 developers. Each team has a specific technical task regarding
one part of a product. Figure 4 displays each team with its full
identifier consisting of the parent organizational unit (e.g. aaaaa)
and a team identifier (ti , with index i of a, b, c, ...).
Eleven teams own one or more IS projects (gray boxes in figure
4). All IS projects are provided by teams in segment a. Each level 4
descendant of segment a provides an IS project.
In the studied organization, all IS projects and developers belong to a team (leaf node). This is not necessarily the case in every
organization. For example in other organizations higher level organizational units could own an IS project or employees assigned to a
higher level organizational unit could decide to contribute patches.

5.2

Patch-Flow Overview

Figure 5 shows the patch-flow aggregated by level 4 organizational
units as a graph. For comprehensibility, we use a different notation
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than for the previous patch-flow graphs: The white boxes represent
level 4 organizational units. The figure also displays a part of the
organizational hierarchy. Level 4 organizational units are contained
by gray boxes representing level 3 organizational units. Gray lines
around these boxes indicate level 2 organizational units (business
units). Directed edges between the level 4 organizational units
represent the patch-flow.
The width of an edge shows its weight (the amount of patches
flowing). The edges spin mathematically positive (counter clockwise). Both, the color and line-type of an edge indicates the highest
level crossed by the patch-flow. In the studied organization, all
patch-flow crossing level 2 also crosses level 1. Consequently, the
figure only contains the colors for patch-flow with highest level
crossed equals 1, 3, and 4.
We measured significant patch-flow regarding the sampled IS
projects. In total 820 code contributions (37.4% of all contributions
to the IS projects) constituted patch-flow across a level 4 boundary
or higher.
Seven level 4 organizational units contribute or receive patches
crossing level 4 and are consequently included in figure 5. Three of
them (aaad, aaca, baba) do not receive patches. The organizational
units aaad and aaca receive no patches crossing level 4 despite hosting IS projects. The organizational unit baba receives no patches
as a consequence of our sampling: We considered only IS projects
of segment a. Consequently, we do not find any patch-flow into
organizational units of other segments.
Identifying contribution activity. How much an organizational
unit’s developers contribute to IS projects of other organizational
units varies. On the one hand, developers of the organizational unit
aba contribute no patches to other organizational units (indicated
by no edge). Developers of other organizational units (for example
aaca) contribute only a few patches. On the other hand, developers
of select organizational units contribute a significant number of
patches to IS projects in other organizational units (aaad contributing 315 patches, aaba contributing 172 patches). The patch-flow
graph is capable of expressing how much an organizational unit
contributes to other organizational units’ IS projects (sum of the
weight of all outgoing edges).
Identifying contribution receival. Organizational units receive a
varying number of outside patches. Two organizational units do
not receive patch-flow despite hosting an IS project within our sample (aaca, aaad). The organizational unit aaaa receives the highest
number of patches (606). The patch-flow graph is capable of expressing how many patches an organizational unit receives from other
organizational units (sum of the weight of all incoming edges).
Identifying collaboration relationships. An organizational unit
might collaborate only with select organizational units. For example, we observed intense collaboration between the children
organizational units of aaa and aab compared to other level three
organizational units. Children of aaa contribute 131 patches to aab;
children of aab contribute 172 patches to aaa. The patch-flow graph
is capable of expressing how intense two organizational units collaborate with one another (sum of edge weights between these two
organizational units).

The Patch-Flow Method for Measuring Inner Source Collaboration
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Figure 4: Organizational structure including all organizational units participating in IS collaboration
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Figure 5: Patch-flow graph showing patch-flow between the level 4 organizational units
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5.3

Patch-Flow Over Time

In the previous section, we presented a patch-flow graph that was
augmented with hierarchical information regarding the organization. With an increasing amount of involved organizational units
or hierarchical depth of the organization, such a graph can quickly
become incomprehensible. However, hierarchical information must
not be neglected: A patch-flow between two low-level organizational units (e.g. teams) can have a different meaning than a patchflow between two top level organizational units (e.g. segments): For
example, there might be more and harder challenges to overcome
establishing IS collaboration among large segments than among
teams within the same segment.
Figure 6 provides an alternative representation of the patchflow considering the organizational hierarchy. The x-axis presents
the time. The y-axis displays the patch-flow relative to the total

aac

aaba

Level 3

aaca

bab

baba

Level 4

amount of code contributions to the IS projects per month. The
color and line type of each line indicates the highest level crossed
by the patches. For example, the red line shows the percentage of
patches flowing between level 6 organizational units (teams). The
yellow line shows the percentage of patches flowing between level
5 organizational units.
We observe intense IS collaboration (significant patch-flow) across
level 6 to level 4 of the organization:
• 47.9% of all code contributions to the IS projects in our measurement period flow across level 6 (teams)
• 42.4% across level 5
• 37.4% across level 4
There is less patch-flow among level 3 organizational units:
• 18.5% across level 3
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Figure 6: Patch-flow relative to all code contributions over
time by highest level crossed

We observe nearly absent collaboration (insignificant patch-flow)
among level 2 and 1 organizational units:
• 0.4% across level 2 (business units)
• 0.4% across level 1 (segments)
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Figure 7: Absolute number of code contributions received by
IS project

Figure 8: Ratio of patches to all code contributions by IS
project

Patch-flow across level 6 to level 4 of the organization is routine
with the sampled IS projects. More than half of the contributions
to IS projects come from other teams; over a third from other level
4 organizational units. There is less patch-flow crossing lower level
boundaries. Business units and segments do not significantly collaborate with one another. Despite the openness brought by inner
source practices they can still be considered so called “silos” (organizational units that do not collaborate).
Identifying silo boundaries. A visualization of the patch-flow
crossing different organizational levels as in figure 6 is capable to
express on what organizational levels silos have formed and across
which levels how much IS collaboration happens.

5.4

Patch-Flow into IS Projects

Figure 7 shows the total number of code contributions received by
an IS project. The y-axis lists the IS projects. Each bar along the yaxis indicates the number of received code contributions. The color
and pattern of the stacked bars indicate the highest level crossed
by the patches. The black striped bar indicates contributions that
do not constitute patch-flow (contributions by the team running
the IS project).
The IS projects receive a varying number of code contributions.
Two IS projects received no code contributions in our measurement
period (p9, p18). Seven projects receive code contributions but less
than twenty (p2, p6, p10, p12, p13, p15, p16). We consider these IS
projects inactive. Four projects (p1, p3, p8, p11) receive more than
200 code contributions.
Figure 8 displays only the projects we consider active. The yaxis is ordered by total amount of received code contributions. In
contrast to figure 7, the bars along the x-axis show the percentage
of received patches.

All active IS projects receive patch-flow. However, they receive
a varying portion of patch-flow. Project p17 receives the smallest
ratio of outside patches (4.2%) and project p3 the largest (61.5%).
The IS projects receive patch-flow crossing different levels. While
p17 received only patches crossing level 6 (other team), the majority
of teams receives a mix of contributions crossing level 6 to 3. Only
two projects (p11, p14) receive patches that crossed a level 1 (other
segment).
Indicating different reach of IS projects. The measured patch-flow
indicates that IS projects acquire different reach within the organization with some receiving patches only from neighboring teams
and others attracting contributions even from other segments.
We consider project p1 an outlier because it received 100% patchflow. The team responsible for the IS project did not perform any
code contributions. In total, eleven level 6 organizational units
(teams) from six level 4 organizational units contribute to p1. Most
patches (90,1%) are contributed by the team aaadbta . Our contacts at the studied organization confirmed to us that another team
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(aaaaata ) is the owner of p1 and and coordinates work on this IS
project (interview I3, workshop W1). However, aaadbta performs
a majority of the development and maintenance tasks.
Indicating problems with ownership and component granularity.
The significant patch-flow into project p1 (and the tight collaboration it expresses) is not necessarily a positive indicator regarding
the studied organization’s development setup. We believe outliers
receiving higher patch-flow can indicate a problem. In the case of
project p1 responsible teams are not doing the actual work. We
suggest practitioners facing such a situation to reconsider who are
the owners of the IS project. We believe that inconveniently cut or
too coarse grained components could lead to a high patch-flow.

6

DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the findings from our case study. We
first discuss the evaluation of our patch-flow measurement method.
Subsequently, we discuss how the patch-flow can serve as an operational definition for IS collaboration, evaluate the trustworthiness
of our research and lay out suggested future research.

6.1

Evaluation

We evaluate our patch-flow measurement method based on its
relevance, viability, and usefulness.
6.1.1 Relevance. In the evaluating case study, we found that
about half (47.9%) of all code contributions constitute patch-flow
between organizational units, almost all (42.2%) being between
organizational units working on different products. The significant
patch-flow measured in the studied organization indicates high
relevance of the patch-flow phenomenon and hence the method
presented in this paper.
6.1.2 Viability. To evaluate its viability, we applied the patchflow measurement method in an industry case study with a software
developing multi-industry company. Following the measurement
activities, we populated the discussed patch-flow data structures.
Patch-flow measurement using our method is feasible; the method
was applicable to the case study organization.
However, we observed pitfalls practitioners and researchers
should be aware of when measuring the patch-flow:
First, the organizational databases stored only incomplete records
of the organizational structure. We had to manually collect data
regarding the organizational structure. We recommend individuals
applying the patch-flow measurement method, to carefully vet systems that might contain data on the organizational structure and
to rely on costly manual collection of data only as a last resort.
Second, every IS project at the studied organization has a dedicated team that is responsible for it. Which team is determined
as owner of an IS project is crucial for the measured patch-flow.
Individuals faced with a project receiving only outside contributions (like p1 in section 5.4) need to carefully re-evaluate who owns
this project. Capraro and Riehle [2] discuss that with evolving IS
initiatives, some IS projects might be owned by many or even all
teams of an organization. In such cases, researchers need to find
operational definitions of IS project ownership that fit the context
of their study. For example IS projects owned by more than one
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team can be modeled as belonging to the owners’ lowest common
ancestor organizational unit.
Third, developers and IS projects are not necessarily assigned to
leaf nodes in the organizational hierarchy. Where this is not the case,
one should carefully refer to the definitions given in section 3.2.2:
A code contribution from an organizational unit to its descendant
or ancestor is not patch-flow (because its is not possible that both
organizational units have a level n < nlca with nlca being the level
of their lowest common ancestor).
6.1.3 Usefulness. Three observations from the case study are
relevant to evaluate the usefulness of patch-flow method and its
outcomes for practitioners:
First, the case organization invested own resources to support
our patch-flow measurement (see section 4.2). This indicates to us,
that our contact persons in the organization, expected the results
to be useful to them even before measurement started. Second,
during workshop W1, the participants used the patch-flow as a
base for discussion of their collaboration practices. Participants
saw the amount of outside contributions to IS projects and the
diversity of contributing teams, as an argument to strengthen the
role of committers and staff their active IS projects with more than
one committer. That our visualizations led to the discussion of
concrete actions, indicates to us, that the they are useful to practitioners. Third, During interview I3 and workshop W1, individual
participants inquired about specific additional aggregations of the
patch-flow data. This indicates to us, that patch-flow visualizations
can deliver an overview of IS collaboration, but that practitioners can use them as a starting point to define additional metrics
and visualizations (using the patch-flow data) regarding specific
collaboration goals or information needs of their organization.
We believe that the insights delivered by the visualizations in
section 5 are useful to both practitioners and researchers: The
patch-flow graph enriched with additional hierarchical information, allows to identify hot spots with tight IS collaboration, and
organizational units not participating in IS collaboration. In addition to the patch-flow graph, patch-flow data can show what
organizational levels are typically crossed by patches, which IS
project is developed how actively, and from where each IS project
attracts patches.

6.2

Operational Inner Source Definition

On the one hand, some organizations run IS projects without calling them IS projects or even without people being aware that they
are performing IS collaboration. For researchers, this can lead to
a struggle in establishing construct validity regarding what they
claim to be (or not be) IS projects or instances of IS collaboration or
IS in general. On the other hand, some organizations might use the
term IS project despite a component receiving no or insignificant
contributions (like the inactive IS projects in section 5.4). We believe
that the patch-flow can be used to establish an operational definition of IS collaboration: IS collaboration is collaboration across
organizational boundaries such as project or organizational unit
boundaries within a company. Consequently, where there is a flow
of patches (or other contributions), there is IS collaboration.
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6.3

Trustworthiness

We evaluate the trustworthiness of our results using the quality
criteria credibility, dependability, confirmability and transferability
[11]. These quality criteria for naturalistic research can be applied
to evaluate case study inquiries in general [11], case studies in
the context of software engineering [6], and have been applied to
discuss the trustworthiness of case studies that evaluate theories
[30]. Our case study follows a naturalistic research paradigm as
we evaluate the patch-flow measurement method in a real world
context. Consequently, the presented trustworthiness criteria are a
better fit to evaluate our results than rationalistic criteria (external
validity, internal validity, ...) typically used in studies that mine
software repositories.
6.3.1 Credibility. Credibility is the degree to which we can establish confidence in the truth of our findings in the context of the
inquiry [11]. For ensuring credibility, we applied two techniques:
We performed intense peer debriefing [11]: We intensively discussed this work and gathered feedback from two colleagues within
our research group and in an informal setting with external researchers and practitioners. We performed a writer’s workshop
[10] regarding an earlier draft of this paper with three researchers.
We performed extensive member checks [11]: As described in
section 4.2.1, we iteratively performed unstructured interviews and
a workshop to support our interpretation of the patch-flow data.
During interview I3 and workshop W 3, we reflected our findings
and interpretations to employees of the studied organizations to
discuss our findings and receive feedback which we incorporated
into this paper.
6.3.2 Dependability. Dependability is the degree of stability of
the findings and traceability from collected data to the findings. We
established dependability by providing an audit trail [11] containing
a log of all (unmodified) data with information on how it was
received or measured, when, and by whom. It contains notes for all
interviews and workshops and a journal of the analysis process.
6.3.3 Confirmability. Confirmability is the degree to which we
are neutral towards the inquiry and might bias the findings [11]. As
we are the authors presenting the patch-flow measurement method,
we are at risk to overstate the relevance, viability, and usefulness
of our method. We addressed this risk using the tactics described
in section 6.3.1 regarding credibility.
6.3.4 Transferability. Transferability is the degree to which findings of our inquiry hold validity in other contexts. For our evaluating case study, we selected an established organization that is
running IS projects. The setup of our study does not allow us to
draw immediate conclusions on whether our patch-flow measurement method is applicable and useful in other contexts. However,
we did not find indication that the patch-flow measurement method
cannot be applied in other established organizations using IS.

6.4

Future Research

We suggest further research applying the patch-flow measurement
method:
Additional case studies. So far, IS case studies collected primary
qualitative data. We recommend to perform case study research that
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not only collects qualitative data on IS but also analyzes the resulting patch-flow. In this paper, we intentionally used our case study
only to evaluate the patch-flow measurement method. We suggest
that future case studies analyze the patch-flow for theory building,
for example to analyze which IS practices trigger or support what
volume of contributions from what parties in an organization.
Inner source benchmarks. It is unclear how much IS collaboration happens in organizations. We recommend future research to
provide benchmarks of IS collaboration by applying the patchflow measurement method to a representative sample of software
companies. Researchers could use such a benchmark to locate the
organizations they study on a map and discuss the generalizability
of their findings on a solid basis. Practitioners could gain insights
on the maturity and success of their IS initiatives.
Derived metrics. The patch-flow measurement method provides
primitive data about the IS collaboration. We encourage researchers
to use this data to theorize and validate metrics for practitioners’ information needs regarding IS model (e.g. a management accounting
model for IS contributions, models for evaluating the performance
of IS projects, incentive systems for IS, etc.).

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present the patch-flow measurement method –
the first method to measure IS collaboration. It measures flow of
code contributions within an organization.
We evaluate our patch-flow measurement method using case
study research. In the case study organization, we found significant
high patch-flow. This indicates high relevance of the patch-flow
phenomenon and justifies the method research presented in this
paper. Using case study research, we evaluate the viability of the
patch-flow measurement method. We found our method viable to
measure the required patch-flow data. We demonstrate the usefulness of the patch-flow data and graphs and found that they are
capable to express IS collaboration in the studied multi-industry
organization.
We recommend further research based on our method including
additional case studies and benchmarks of IS collaboration. We
believe our method is of interest to researchers and practitioners
seeking to understand IS collaboration within an organization.
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